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Dressing up the time warp
It may be a musical, but the costumes take center stage
by sonya kalmin
Hatchet Reporter
As Connor James dons his
strawberry-blonde wig, he repeats
a motto he created for his character:
“Be creepy.”
In the original "Rocky Horror Picture Show," the unnerving demeanor
James hopes to emulate helped turn
a low-budget film into a cult classic
that has been honored and celebrated for 36 years.
For 17 years, Forbidden Planet
Productions has brought Rocky
to GW, but along with the Virgin
Games and the cat-calls of "slut,"
the show has developed a reputation for its sky-high heels and barely
there costumes.
“Its like liquid latex on my scalp,”
James said with a laugh, referring to
his wig.
The provocative musical depends on erotic fishnets, garter belts,
corsets and heels, paired with overthe-top makeup, all put on by a cast
not afraid to show some skin.
For the Rocky Horror crew, less
is more.
“I am the most erotic female, and
I must have the audience gasping for
breath,“ sophomore and cast member Emily Nichols said.
Nichols is taking on the role of
Usherette for the first time, a performance demanding scant clothing,
dagger-like high heels and an ability

by andrea vittorio
Campus News Editor

When to see 'Rocky':

In the Marvin Center Ballroom

Panhel
votes to
add new
chapter

New sorority to be
chosen in spring

See ROCKY: Page 7

Thursday @ 9 p.m.
Friday @ midnight
Saturday @ 9 p.m.

Www.Gwhatchet.com
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Top: Four of the main characters in the 'Rocky Horror Picture Show' pose on stage during a rehersal. Bottom left and
right: The Rocky cast prepares for a dress rehearsal days before their scantily-clad show premieres in the Marvin Center.

Members of the Panhellenic Association voted 8-2 Wednesday to
add an 11th chapter to campus as
early as this spring.
With the approval of the expansion, the next step in adding a new
chapter will be to post a notice to the
National Panhellenic Conference’s
bulletin alerting the 16 chapters
that haven’t already colonized on
campus to the opportunity to start
a chapter.
A committee was launched last
January to look into the possibility
of bringing another sorority to campus, spending several months gathering data and hearing input.
Director of Greek Life Christina
Witkowicki said some of the primary considerations in making the
decision included analyzing data on
current chapter sizes, current and
future female enrollment trends at
the University and overall membership trends.
“We want a new chapter to be
successful and we have to look at
our current situation and figure out
if we can sustain a new chapter at
the same level as the current chapters,” she said.
Over the last five years, the average Panhellenic chapter size has
increased by 12 percent per year.
See GREEK: Page 5

Racial graduation gap narrows
by chelsea radler
Campus News Editor
The gap in graduation rates
between Caucasian and minority
students is shrinking at GW, Department of Education data show.
Experts said the existence of a
gap mirrors a national trend of minority students being less likely to
earn degrees, but the discrepancy
between graduation rates has shrunk
significantly at the University over
the past decade.
“GW has pretty considerably cut
that gap in half or more,” Jennifer
Engle, director of higher education
research and policy at the advocacy
group The Education Trust, said. She
called it “bigger improvement than
what we’ve seen” in the organization’s studies of minority graduation

in public schools.
Because graduation is measured
within six years of entering college,
the latest information available from
the National Center for Education
Statistics is from the Class of 2004.
For undergraduates, 81.6 percent of white students graduated
within six years, slightly higher than
the overall 80.6-percent graduation
rate in 2004 .
Among black students who entered the University in 2004, 78.6 percent graduated, closing the 20-point
gap that existed only a decade earlier when just 58.7 percent of enrolling
black students graduated.
Hispanic students graduated in
60.6 percent of cases in 1994, a figure that rose to an all-time high of 78
percent in 2004.
Michael Tapscott, director of the

Multicultural Student Services Center, attributed the shrinking gap to
"improved campus climate" and a
growing research on how to increase
campus diversity.
"I believe that a better understanding of targeted retention resources and support systems, improved access to information for minority students, a great appreciation
for retention offices that do specific
engagement programming and cultural centers, and their value to the
under-represented student experience will continue to diminish this
gap," he said.
The graduation rate discrepancy
among races is rooted in differences
in preparation, Engle said. Tapscott
added that socio-economic and

Delaney walsh | Hatchet PHOTOGRAPHER

The number of students calling in to seek help for an alcohol-related emergency is
increasing alongside the number of students transported to GW Hospital for intoxication.

Alcohol transports
GW violates fire extinguisher code continue to rise
See GRAD: Page 5

by jacqueline drayer
Hatchet Reporter

by jeremy diamond
Hatchet Reporter
The University is in violation
of the International Fire Code as
it has failed to service expired fire
extinguishers in one aging campus science building.
Out of 23 fire extinguishers
inspected by The Hatchet in Corcoran Hall, one was last serviced
in October of 2008, four in September and October of 2009 and
18 in October 2010. None of the
tags indicate that the fire extinguishers in Corcoran Hall were
serviced this year, rendering all
previous inspections void at the
end of October.
Corcoran Hall, constructed in
1924, is home to the University’s
physics and chemistry departments and their laboratories.
According to an official at the
Office of the D.C. Fire Marshal,
un-inspected fire extinguishers
are a violation of The International Fire Code section 906.2,
which states that “portable fire
extinguishers shall be selected,

Shannon brown | Hatchet PHOTOGRAPHER

None of the 23 fire extinguishers in Corcoran Hall examined by The Hatchet had
received a mandatory annual servicing for 2011, according to tags on each device.

installed and maintained” in accordance with local and national
guidelines.
“Fire extinguishers shall be
subjected to maintenance at in-

tervals of not more than 1 year,
at the time of hydrostatic test, or
when specifically indicated by an
See FIRE CODE: Page 5

The number of students
transported to GW Hospital for
alcohol-related cases this semester reached a new high, a top administrator said Wednesday.
Ninety-six students were
transported to the hospital for
intoxication from the start of the
academic year to Oct. 20, Assistant Dean of Students Tara Pereira said – a jump from 68 students
last year, but only slightly higher
than the 92 students transported
during the 2009-2010 academic
year. She said this year ’s transports are a peak, as numbers
have steadily increased each year
– aside from last year ’s anomaly.
The number of students calling in alcohol-related emergencies reached 35 percent for this
school year, 10 percent higher
than last academic year. In the
2009-2010 academic year, 30 percent of transports resulted from
a help call.
“I don’t think there is any
more drinking than the lots of

drinking that we know happens,” Pereira said. “I’m not really sure what the uptick is from,
but since there has also been an
increase in the number of callers, I’m not enormously worried
about the increase in the number
of transports.”
Those numbers include phone
calls friends and other members
of the community make to GW’s
medical response team, EMeRG,
and the University Police Department – but not cases where UPD
approaches and hospitalizes an
individual.
In March, Pereira said increased
student awareness that callers do
not face any judiciary action from
the University makes students
more comfortable calling.
She also credited the Center for Alcohol and other Drug
Education for the boost in calls,
citing its Be Wiser and Every Colonial Counts campaigns, aimed
at educating students on drinking responsibly and identifying
warnings of over-consumption.
See EMERG: Page 5
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Knapp pens book on
philosophy and religion
University President Steven Knapp’s
newest book on the intersection of faith
and science will be released in early November by Oxford University Press.
“The Predicament of Belief,” co-written
with dean of the Claremont School of Theology, Philip Clayton, analyzes contemporary
arguments for and against the existence of
God. It draws from modern concepts of science, philosophy and religion, with a focus
on Christian tradition and scattered references to Judaism and Islam.
Knapp and Clayton claim that modern science should lead people to cast
doubt on some of the more far-fetched
claims of religious traditions, but that
alone should not be reason to completely
discredit religion.
“The questions religious communities
address are fundamental to human experience, and the answers they offer exert,
at least on some of us, a gravitational pull
that is hard to escape or ignore,” Knapp
said in an interview.
The authors promote a version of
Christianity that considers both traditional ideals and modern scientific data.
Knapp believes this topic is relevant
to society and the University community.
“What people believe – or don’t believe – about what is ultimately the case
has a profound influence on the choices
they make,” Knapp said. “Since arriving
here four years ago, I have been struck
by how respectfully the members of our
community treat the beliefs of others.”
This subject of philosophy and religion is nothing new to the University’s
16th president. Knapp, a former English
professor, specializes in Romanticism
and the relationship between religion,
philosophy and literature.
He published books in 1985 and 1993
about personification in literature and literary language, respectively.
Knapp and Clayton, who met 25 years
ago at Williams College, while Knapp was
on sabbatical from teaching at the University of California at Berkeley, worked on
the book via e-mail for six years.
“For those who...still want to know
whether the Christian understanding of
ultimate reality is viable, there is only
one alternative, and that is to understand the reasons for doubt as fully and
clearly as possible: to look those reasons,
so to speak, directly in the eye,” according to the text.
The book can be pre-ordered on Oxford University Press or Amazon.com
for $29.95.

–Peter Kvilhaug

michelle rattinger | senior photo editor

Dozens of drag queens competed for a brandy-filled glass slipper in the 25th annual High Heel Race down 17th Street in Dupont Circle Tuesday.
Some participants at the event dressed as Lady Gaga and the late Amy Winehouse, which attracted large crowds of students and District locals.
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www.gwhatchet.com

video

Video

Dupont Drag Race

World Food and U.N. days

Audio Slideshow

The 25th annual High Heel Race drew
crowds to 17th street Tuesday.

The Food Justice Alliance brought U.N.
members to the Marvin Center Monday.

The presidential candidate spoke to
the College Republicans Tuesday.

October
Thursday

27

Friday

Jon Huntsman

28

Saturday

29

Campus Rec Bingo Night

Rocky Horror Picture Show

Halloween Open Mic

AIDS Walk Washington

Stop by the Intramural Sports’ Bingo Night and
you could win an iPod, gift cards from local
restaurants or GW Campus Recreation gear.
No cost to play.
Lerner Health and Wellness Center • 7 p.m.

Forbidden Planet Productions invites you to
their 17th annual Rocky Horror Picture Show.
Costumes are encouraged and Rocky newbies
should expect a starring role in the virgin games.
Marvin Center Grand Ballroom • 9 p.m.

Campus literary magazines Wooden Teeth
and GW Review are hosting a Halloweenthemed open mic night. All students are
welcomed to share their poetry or prose.
Ivory Tower Common Room • 8 p.m.

The Student Global AIDS Campaign is sponsoring
a team for the 5K fundraising walk. Register to
participate in the 25th annual AIDS awareness
event. A T-shirt and breakfast will be provided.
Meet at Kogan Plaza • 7 a.m.
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GOP candidate campaigns on foreign experience
Huntsman outlines his tax policy
and vision for the American economy
by Sarah Ferris
Assistant News Editor
“Folks, this country is in
a funk,” former Utah Gov.
Jon Huntsman said Tuesday,
stressing a need for new
leadership to revive a lagging economy and outdated
foreign policy strategy.
The presidential contender spoke about the nation’s dimming presence in
the international economy
at the event hosted by the
College Republicans.

"That Dodd-Frank
thing needs to go.
Capitalism without
failure isn't
capitalism."
Jon HUntsman

Republican
Presidential Candidate
“We are dispirited. This
is not natural for the most
creative, most optimistic,
most problem-solving people on Earth,” Huntsman,
the former ambassador to
China and Singapore, said.
Huntsman, who described
himself as the only “practitioner of foreign policy” among

the 2012 GOP candidates,
said his extensive experience
overseas could bring the U.S.
back to the forefront of the
global economy.
The country, he said, has
an “unprecedented opportunity to rebuild manufacturing
muscle,” as nations like China slow from a 9 or 10 percent
growth rate to a 5 or 6 percent
growth rate, creating a void
for investments.
“We have a rare opening
in economic history,” Huntsman said.
Loopholes in the U.S. tax
code, which has not been
touched since 1986, prevents
the U.S. from attracting capital, Huntsman said.
As president, Huntsman
said he would create three
tax brackets – 8 percent, 14
percent and 23 percent – to
kick-start the nation’s economy, in addition to phasing
out loopholes, subsidies
and deductions for individuals and corporations.
“The tax system of yesterday is done,” Huntsman said.
Huntsman has served under four presidents, including President Barack Obama,
and is also the former CEO of
his family’s multibillion dollar corporation.
He criticized the Obama
administration for bailing
out banks seen as “too big
to fail” and dismissed last
year ’s Wall Street Reform
and Consumer Protection
bill that aimed to stem

francis rivera | assistant PHOTO editor

Presidential contender Jon Huntsman highlighted the innovative attitude of the American people in solving the country's economic problems and political
fault lines at a College Republicans event Tuesday. The former Utah governor, ambassador and CEO addressed a full house at the Jack Morton Auditorium.

high-risk practices in the
banking industry.
“That Dodd-Frank thing
needs to go,” Huntsman
said. "Capitalism without
failure isn’t capitalism.”
In an interview with
The Hatchet, Huntsman
said it is too difficult for
young entrepreneurs to access capital.

“We have young people
full of ideas but unable to
take the risks, because the
hurdles are too high,” he
said. “We’re problem-solving people. We confront a
challenge, find solutions and
make the world better.”
If elected, the two-term
Utah governor said his first
day as president would be

spent tackling the “dilapidated" tax code, regulatory
reform and the “heroin-like
addiction” to imported oil.
Huntsman said he decided to run for president
because, for the first time in
our history, his generation
will pass the country down
to a generation that is “less
productive, less competi-

tive and more divided than
the country we got.”
Lines wrapped around
the building an hour before
the event, but only about 250
students got seats in the Jack
Morton Auditorium. University staff set up screens for
several dozen students who
stood outside the auditorium
during the event. u

Nursing professor joins
health care initiatives
by Kelly Quinn
Hatchet Reporter
A nursing professor has
been appointed to a local
health equity council under the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services
that seeks to combat health
care disparities among racial
and ethnic minorities.
Kimberly Acquaviva, a
professor in the School of
Nursing, will work together
with health care authorities
from D.C., Pennsylvania,
Maryland, West Virginia
and Delaware as a member
of the Region III Health Equity Council to implement
what she called an “actionoriented” federal directive.
The National Partnership for Action to End
Health Disparities will build
upon government programs,
such as the 2010 Affordable
Care Act, and will invest in
prevention and wellness. It
also hopes to spread awareness about vaccinations, the
HIV/AIDS epidemic and the
harmful effects of tobacco.
“There is a need at the
national level for people to
understand the ways that
sexual orientation and gender identity can end up impacting how people access
health care, and the quality
of health care that they end
up receiving,” she said.
The council draws upon

photo courtesy of Kimberly Acquaviva

Kimberly Acquaviva

experts from different backgrounds and specialties to
comprehensively approach
the problem of health disparities.
Georgetown University
professor and council member Laura Anderko said she
will focus on finding ways
to help people maintain
good health, in lieu of treating sickness.
Tracking the effects of
programs like the Affordable Care Act on minorities, she says, is a necessary
step to be able to propose
viable solutions to health
care disparities.
Fellow council member

"It's really refreshing because all of our
initiatives up until now at the national level...
haven't really alleviated these disparities to
the extent that we want them to."
kimberly acquaviva

Member
Region III Health Equity Council

Mathew McCollough, who
is also the executive director
of the D.C. Developmental
Disabilities Council, noted
the relationship between
education,
socioeconomic
status and access to quality,
affordable health care.
Among individuals with
disabilities, this problem is
even more severe. In the District, nearly half of residents
with disabilities fall below
the poverty line, according
to 2010 data from the D.C.
Fiscal Policy Institute.
“Only through continued education and sincere
investment and involvement within the community
will one begin to witness the
reversal of health disparities
occurring within these populations specifically,” McCollough said.
As a member of the
35-person council, Acquaviva will make use of her expertise in the field of lesbian,
gay, bisexual and transgender aging and end-of-life
care to highlight an oftenneglected minority.
“It’s really refreshing
because all of our initiatives
up until now at the national
level to eliminate health
disparities haven’t really
alleviated these disparities
to the extent that we want
them to,” Acquaviva said.
“The fact that we’re charting a new path is reassuring.” Acquaviva, a 2011 recipient of the Bender Teaching Award, holds a Ph.D. in
human sexuality from the
University of Pennsylvania.
“Kim is passionate about
closing the health disparities
gap, extremely well-versed
in LGBT health matters and
the perfect person to represent GW and the School of
Nursing in this capacity,”
Jean Johnson, the dean of the
nursing school, said. u

francis rivera | assistant PHOTO editor

Sophomore Dahn Levine said he was attracted to GW by its strong business program and its location in
downtown D.C. He said commuting on the Vern Express is the most frustrating part of living on the campus.

GW houses transfer students on Vern
by Mark Foley
Hatchet Reporter
Sophomore
Madleine
Brennan didn’t expect she
would end up living closer
to her hometown in Arlington, Va. than the White
House when she transferred
to GW this year.
Brennan, who transferred from Dickinson College in Penn., checked her
housing assignment online
to discover that, she, along
with about 150 other transfer students, were placed on
the Mount Vernon Campus.
The University placed
100 additional transfer students in the campus' six
residence halls.
Director of Housing
Seth Weinshel said in the
past, students said “a more
formalized
community”
would help students transferring from other universities transition to GW.
There are 250 new transfer students at GW this fall,

consistent with past years'
figures, University spokeswoman Jill Sankey said.
Rachelle Heller, the
associate provost for the
Mount Vernon Campus,
said many transfer students
share rooms with freshman
students so both students
can learn GW together.
Weinshel said the University was able to cluster
transfer students on the Vern
because of the smaller freshman class and the addition
of Lafayette Hall, which reopened this fall and houses
about 160 freshmen on the
Foggy Bottom Campus.
Transfer students living
on the Vern shot back against
this community feeling, saying living on Foxhall Road is
even more isolating.
Sophomore Dahn Levine
transferred from San Francisco State this year and
said he was shocked to
learn he would not be living
on Foggy Bottom.
"West Hall is nice, and

Freshman diversity levels inch up
by SARAH FERRIS AND
Naina Ramrakhani
Hatchet Reporters
More than a year into the
University’s push for diversity and inclusion on campus,
this year ’s freshman class is
only slightly more diverse,
numbers that put GW in the
middle of the pack among
market basket schools.
About 28 percent of freshmen are multicultural, up 1
percentage point from the
class of 2014.
Kathryn Napper, associate
vice president and dean for
undergraduate
admissions,
said she was "pleased to see
this upward trend in the ethnic diversity of the freshman
class."
"The increase in the percentage in ethnic diversity
should be applauded, and
even though it represents only
one percentage point, it is not
an insignificant increase in

this market environment," she
said.
University spokeswoman
Courtney Bowe said there are
a number of factors involved
in recruiting a freshman class.
"The University remains
committed to achieving a
more inclusive community
and is open to addressing the
concerns of students as it relates to this issue," Bowe said.
According to data from
the Office of Institutional Research and Planning, 55 percent of the student body was
white last year. This year's
total enrollment diversity
has not yet been calculated.
Sixty-two percent of the class
of 2015 is white, compared to
about 64 percent of the class of
2014.
A study last fall reported
GW was less diverse than
market basket schools, like
New York University and Boston University, which both
had more than 50 percent stu-

dents of color in their student
bodies.
Similar institutions have
fewer white students making
up their freshmen class. The
Class of 2015 at New York
University, Emory University
and Boston University are 48,
44 and 51 percent white respectively.
Attracting students of diverse backgrounds has been a
recent priority for GW. In late
spring 2010, University President Steven Knapp created
the Council on Diversity and
Inclusion to plan ways to expand diversity on campus.
This spring, Knapp hired
Terri Harris Reed as the University’s first vice provost
for diversity and inclusion to
spearhead GW’s attempt to
attract students from a variety
of racial and socioeconomic
backgrounds.
Senior Vice Provost for
Student and Academic Support Services Robert Chernak

said the University has increased its visits to urban high
schools and expanded recruiting programs geared toward
minority students.
This year, more students
reported their race on their
applications, giving the University a more precise look
at student diversity. About 4
percent of students did not
report their races this year,
compared to about 13 percent
of students last year.
Four percent of freshmen
identified as two or more
races, compared to 0.7 percent
of the student body last year.
Nationally, the 2010 Census
allowed respondents to identify as multiracial for the first
time.
“There is nothing from the
admissions perspective that
would explain the change in
this percentage,” Napper said.
“Perhaps students this year
are more comfortable in designating ethnicity.” u

"If I had known I
would have been on
the Vern, I wouldn't
have transferred."
madleine brennan
Sophomore

the quiet is nice, but getting
to the city is not worth it,"
he said.
Brennan has been surfing the room-swap website
but hasn’t been able to find
another student willing
to move to the Vern. This
week, Brennan said she requested readmission forms
for her former university.
"If I had known I would
have been on the Vern,
I would not have transferred," Brennan said. u
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"I came from Ohio, where I was 40 minutes from anything, and I kind of feel the
same way here."
–Audrey Alexander, a sophomore, on being one of 150 transfer students on the Mount Vernon Campus.
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Staff Editorial

Six more years of
University growth

by Montana Debor

University President Steven
Knapp’s contract renewal last Friday
was a quiet, controversy-free affair –
a stark departure from the buzz that
accompanied his arrival four years
ago. This was an appropriate way to
herald in six more years of Knapp after four successful years of his presidency, which has been marked by
exciting change and development at
the University.
Knapp spent the first four years
of his tenure working to lay the
groundwork on the task the University’s Board of Trustees hired him to
spearhead. Under Knapp’s purview,
the University has dramatically shifted toward becoming more researchoriented, a fact most visibly demonstrated by the construction of the
Science and Engineering Hall. Knapp
was also brought to GW with the goal
of fundraising prodigiously for the
University, and has made good on
that pledge: The University raised a
record $113.5 million last year and is
further devising an aggressive, longterm fundraising plan.
As Knapp looks toward his next
six years in office, it is now time for
him to broaden his focus and help establish in other areas the same promising changes the community has
seen with research and fundraising.
By no means should Knapp cease
to focus on critical issues such as
fundraising and research. He will
be instrumental in the continuing
success of raising the University’s
research profile and establishing a
successful fundraising operation in
the years to come. But now that these
initiatives have been firmly established or will be solidified with the
impending strategic plan, it is time
for Knapp to delegate these issues
and start new projects.
Parts of the student body have
felt disconnected from the president
because they believe he does not take
time or effort to connect with them.
Save for a few notable exceptions,
such as when he joined the student
body in the GW-Georgetown snowball fight in 2010 or played in the Colonial Brass band at Colonials Invasion, Knapp has largely avoided the
public eye of students.
This has created a belief that he
might be somewhat out of touch with
student needs, concerns and interests. It is critical for the student body
to feel as though they have a working relationship with the University
president and administration. While
he can’t be endlessly available for
meet-and-greets with the community, the president sets the tone for the
relationship between the administration and students.
Similarly, as alumni relations are
a priority of Knapp’s, helping foster
a greater sense of GW affinity among
the community is critical. At a time
when the University is starting a rebranding campaign and attempting
to make its image even more accessible, Knapp must ensure that the
University does not become so embroiled in its research endeavors that
it dismisses what makes a school famous beyond the classroom.
That's why Knapp should become more involved in the athletics
program and help foster a stronger
department. With a new athletic
director and strategic plan for the
department, sports can become a
new exciting face for the University. Knapp has a prime opportunity to truly invigorate the athletics
program, which will undoubtedly
excite alumni and further put GW
on the map.
He should also work to trim
some of the impenetrable public affairs system the University currently
has. Under his purview, the University is moving swiftly and dangerously away from being a transparent
institution. Students and families pay
tuition to the University, and they
deserve to know where their money
goes. Students and families trust in
campus security, and they deserve
to know when there are changes to
the policing figures. Ultimately, engagement is beneficial for both the
University and the community, as it
leads to a more informed campus.
Knapp has spent the last four
years with a keen focus on ensuring that GW climbs in the rankings
and improves academically. It is
now time for him to take the whole
University into consideration. With
his contract renewed until 2017, the
community is at the heart of a decade
of Knapp. GW is at a crossroads, and
in this critical time for the University,
hopefully Knapp will help it see even
more growth and recognition.
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A run to
remember
the fallen
S

The Halloween dress-up game

unday at 8 a.m., while
many GW students are
still sleeping and relaxing
after a stressful week of midterms, 25,000 people just minutes away from Foggy Bottom
will together embark on a
26.2-mile journey through the
city and neighboring area.
I will be within this large
mass of runners. I will be running the Marine Corps Marathon in Arlington, Va. for a
charity called the Tragedy Assistance Program for Survivors.

Tim Savoy
Op-ed

What your Halloween costume says about you

M

Dressing yourself for college's favorite holiday

ore than any other holiday, Halloween requires
personal interpretation.
Aside from demanding candy
Halloween is an exceptional holiday with no
from strangers, Halloween has no
set rules or rituals, and it doesn’t
limits. There is still time to find the perfect
have a really religious connotacostume, so think about turning your drawers
tion. From costuming to elaborate
pumpkin carving to your room’s
inside out tonight to find the perfect costume.
fake cobweb decor, is up to you.
Though these choices might
seem blasé, they can actually reveal quite a lot about a person,
especially when it comes to his Weiner or an Angry Bird. The have three costumes planned
or her costume choice. And since person who wears this costume out months in advance, one for
Halloween costumes come with is typically a male looking to get Thursday, one for Friday and one
virtually no boundaries,
a laugh and – if he’s for Saturday. At GW, Halloween
they can always make
lucky – a number.
– also known as "Halloweekend"
for some interesting perNext is the Ameri- – is, at the very least, a threesonal representations.
can Apparel costume. day event, and preparation is reTake the standard
American
Apparel quired. The person who has a cosslutty-girl costume for
is a go-to local spot tume for every day is dedicated
example. This costume
for Halloween attire. and creative. We take Halloween
contains one if not all of
However, it comes very seriously.
the following: fishnets, a
with a price tag. The
Lastly, there are the people
plunging neckline, aniKelsey Rohwer person who sports with no costume at all. Quite
mal ears or booty shorts.
these ensembles not frankly, and I mean it, if you beOne type of girl who
only has a full wal- long to this category I have very
Columnist
dons this costume dresslet, but also lacks that little to say to you.
es like that every weekcertain
Halloween
Halloween is an exceptional
end. She is merely adding mouse creativity spark. If the design- holiday with no limits. There is
ears to one of her going-out outfits ers at American Apparel think still time to find the perfect cosor is paying a little extra for a po- of your costume for you, it’s still tume, so think about turning your
lice officer or nurse costume.
unoriginal.
drawers inside-out tonight to find
The second type of girl who
Though they may procrasti- the perfect costume. This holiday
wears this costume is the one nate, the costume with perhaps only comes once a year, and you
who takes advantage of the rule- the most originality is the "day- don't want to waste it wearing a
breaking holiday to play on the of costume." In an eager, candy- North Face jacket and jeans, trywild side, but only for a night. It’s corn-induced high, this person ing to convince people you're
like Cinderella going to the ball, waits until the day of Halloween Mark Zuckerberg.
but with stilettos instead of glass to determine his or her costume.
If there was ever a holiday
slippers, and going to Josephine’s These people dig through their made with college kids in mind,
instead of the royal palace. Come drawers looking for anything that it’s Halloween. It’s a celebration
3 a.m. she’s back to her boring, will pass as pirate attire. Given for the young and the stupid. You
good-girl self.
their copious efforts during the bought that purple eyeliner and
Another telling costume is the day, their night and spontaneous that pimp hat for a reason, so uncurrent events costume. Last year, costume usually pay off.
leash them this Halloween.
it was dressing as a can of FourIn comparison, there are the
–The writer, a junior
Loko or a Chilean Miner; this people like me who are so in
majoring in journalism,
year I could see it being Anthony love with Halloween that they
is a Hatchet columnist.

Inside our pages

Confronting plagiarism at The Hatchet
During the editing process separate sentences directly from
late last week, one of the cam- the Global Networks website.
pus news editors disThat story has been
covered that a reportrewritten with proper
er copied a sentence
attribution and an edidirectly from an Intors note attached exside Higher Ed article
plaining the error. We
without quotes or atwill make the original
tribution. Thankfully,
article available to
we caught this error
anyone who would
before it was publike to compare the
lished in the paper or
published report to
online.
the source.
But, after auditPlagiarism,
even
ing every story Julie
if it is unintentional
Lauren French as Douglas, a junior,
Douglas wrote for The
Hatchet, we discovclaims, is unacceptable
Editor in Chief
ered an article from
and is cause for imme2009 with three indiate dismissal from
stances of plagiarism.
The Hatchet.
In that case, she had copied three
Each article published in the

Lauren French, editor in chief
Lyndsey Wajert, director of development*
Andrea Vittorio, campus news editor
Chelsea Radler, campus news editor
Priya Anand, metro news editor
Michelle Rattinger, senior photo editor
Elizabeth Traynor, sports editor*
Annu Subramanian, opinions editor*
Melissa Turley, features editor
Amanda Kay, copy editor
Lisa Miller, copy editor
Allison Elfring, production manager*
Rachel Lee, special issues editor*
Caroline Bowman, senior editor

Connor Jennings, web manager
Gabriel Muller, web editor
Devereaux Sterrette, web producer
Maryann Grunseth, development assistant
Sarah Ferris, assistant news editor
Jordan Emont, assistant photo editor
Francis Rivera, assistant photo editor
Cory Weinberg, production assistant
Madeline Kayes, production assistant
Doug Cohen, contributing opinions editor*
Josh Perlman, contributing features editor*
Marie McGrory, contributing multimedia editor
Gabriella Demczuk, contributing multimedia editor
* denotes member of editorial board

@gwhatchet, @hatchetsports, @hatchetalumni

paper is seen by no fewer than
three editors during six editing
cycles, so it is surprising that
sentences directly copied from
another source passed through –
but this knowledge will help the
paper learn how to better stop
plagiarism and poor attribution
in the future.
The
Hatchet
constantly
strives to be a transparent organization for our readers, and I
believe it is your right to know
of instances of plagiarism, however rarely they may happen.
We hope to put this embarrassing situation behind us, but
want your feedback as we strive
to best serve the GW community.
–The writer, a senior, is the
editor in chief of The GW Hatchet.

Tragedy Assistance Program for Survivors supports
families and friends of the
fallen through numerous
programs. Over this past
summer, I agreed to run the
Marine Corps Marathon for
this group, after a friend persuaded me into running for
the charity. I only had to raise
$500, how bad could it be?
This run would boost my endurance and prepare me for
other races in the season. Besides, my dad was a Marine,
so I guess I had the obligation
to run for a military-related
charity once in my life.
My attitude changed in
September, when I was paired
with a man who would forever change my life. As a runner
for TAPS, I had the option to
run for a random solider who
had fallen in combat and run
in his or her memory.
My initial impression
was indifferent, as I figured
the soldier was killed in
combat decades ago in a war
before my generation, and
that this run would be more
about honor than reality that
I could relate to.
I could not have been
more wrong. I never met this
man, but his story is one I will
never forget. His name was
staff sergeant Patrick Dolphin.
Twenty-nine years old and
a native of Moscow, Penn.,
Patrick passed away July 31,
2011, while supporting combat operations in Herat province, Afghanistan.
This man was 29 years
old. He was not even a decade older than what most
consider to be a man and
was already on his fourth
combat tour abroad serving
his country. He has a mother
and father and a beautiful
wife. He planned on starting
a family and raising children
of his own after his final tour
in Afghanistan.
The world may never truly
know the full potential of this
amazing man.
As a young man barely
in my 20s, and only now
graduating from college, this
reality has hit home more
than I could have imagined.
One lesson I have learned is
to better appreciate the time
we have here together. Time
is not a certainty for any of
us, so we must take advantage of the time we have
here. It might sound trite,
but live each day to the fullest and take it as your own.
With this, take a moment
each day to reflect on sacrifice and what it truly means
to your life.
Because of the story of Patrick, I have a new appreciation
for the life I live. On the morning of Oct. 30, my race day, I
will proudly wear a photo of
Dolphin on the back of my
runner’s singlet.
Every step I take will not
bring Dolphin back, of this I
am aware. I will run every step
of the race in memory of this
brave man and for every man
and woman who has paid the
ultimate sacrifice.
–The writer is a senior
majoring in public health.
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Courses selected for Ames
Introduction
courses chosen to
attract freshmen
by emily cirillo
Hatchet Reporter
The newly restored Ames
Hall on the Mount Vernon
Campus will hold more than
two dozen course sections
next semester, many geared
toward freshmen.
The five-story building
will host the largest classes
in the campus’ history, including a 75-student calculus course and a 124-student
American history course in
the Vern’s first lecture hall.
Nineteen out of 26
courses are introductory
courses open for freshmen.
“The classes we are
bringing are classes that
freshmen would want to
take,” Rachelle Heller, asso-

FIRE CODE
from p. 1
inspection,” according to
the National Fire Protection
Association code section 10,
4-4.1. Inspections are valid
for one year, according to
the tags on the Corcoran fire
extinguishers.
“We don’t want someone fighting a fire and have
the canister not working,”
Chuck Castle, president
of Ace Fire Extinguishers,
the company that sells and
maintains GW’s devices,
said. “The fire extinguishers at GW are good quality.
Nonetheless, we always encourage having up-to-date
fire extinguishers.”
There are more than
6,000 fire extinguishers on

EMERG
from p. 1
Since the University’s
judiciary arm has divided
into the offices of Civility
and Community Standards
and Student Rights and
Responsibilities earlier this
semester, CADE is focusing

GRAD
from p. 1
psycho-emotional circumstances also influence success in college.
Minority students are less
likely to have access to highquality kindergarten through
12th grade education, Engle
said.
Even similar universities can
have very different numbers.
“Institutions play an important role” in determining the
size of the graduation gap, Engle said. Leadership, financial
aid and first-year support programs at individual universities
influence minority graduation
rates, she said.
The University’s minority
graduation rates are a mixed
bag when compared to its market basket schools, the most

GREEK
from p. 1
Fall recruitment hit an all-time
peak this year, with 715 participants seeking membership in
Greek life – a 15-percent jump
in applications that added extra pressure to the recruitment
process.
Space was another key
consideration in the decision.
While nine chapters receive
housing from the University,
campus space for Greek life
events has become an escalating concern.
The snowballing of sorority membership prompted
the Panhellenic Association to
raise chapter totals from 113 to
130 in January 2011. Nine out
of 10 chapters are currently at
or above quota by an average
of 20 women.
Panhellenic
Association
president Sara Fischer, who is
also a Hatchet cartoonist, said
she was relieved to mark the
end of the months-long deliberation process.
“I’m of course happy that it
passed, because I did personally believe that it was something
that needed to happen for our
community in order to facilitate growth,” she said. “I think
it will benefit the community
as a whole.”
Throughout the remainder
of the fall and continuing into
January, national organizations
can schedule private visits to
campus. The extension committee aims to select three finalists by Feb. 1 and will vote on
the finalist March 9.

ciate provost for academic
affairs for the Mount Vernon Campus, said.
Many of these courses,
including calculus, have
never been taught on the
Vern before, Heller said.
The University Writing
program, which will hold all
courses on the Vern next semester, will offer seven courses in Ames Hall. The University Honors Program, which
also moved to the Vern, will
not hold any courses in Ames
Hall this spring.
Heller said classes that
would be popular among
freshmen were chosen, because they are required to
take a semester of University Writing on the Vern.
She hopes the variety of introductory courses will enable students to take more
classes on the campus and
cut down on travel time
between Foggy Bottom and
the Vern.
“We want to meet students’ needs and have them

choose to stay. We want to
have classes on campus that
would fit their schedules and
fill their needs,” Heller said.
The decision to move
courses to Ames Hall came
from department heads, Senior Vice Provost for Academic Affairs and Planning
Forrest Maltzman said.
William Becker and
Reza Modarres, chairs of
the history and statistics
departments, respectively,
declined to comment for
this story. Geography department chair Elizabeth
Chacko did not return a request for comment.
Class size was also a
large factor in selecting
courses, Heller said. This semester will be a “trial run”
for the types of courses to be
held there, she explained.
“We don’t want to bring
too many classes to Ames
for the spring semester. We
want to start small and see
how it goes,” Heller said.
The building’s café will

campus, University spokeswoman Michelle Sherrard
said.
The annual service involves checking the pressure gauge, verifying the
seal and ensuring there is
no external damage, Castle
said.
"Due to the volume of
extinguishers on campus,
these annual inspections occur on a building-by-building basis," Sherrard said.
The University will reinspect all extinguishers in
Corcoran "later this month,"
Sherrard said.
GW has seen 50 fires
since 2008, mainly in residence halls, according to
the University Police Department's fire logs. There
have been 149 fatalities nationwide in campus-related
fires since 2000, according to

Campus Firewatch, a publication dedicated to campus fire safety. None of the
deaths have been at GW.
Ed Comeau, Campus
Firewatch’s publisher, emphasized the importance of
servicing fire extinguishers
on a regular basis, although
he noted that un-serviced
extinguishers are not necessarily ineffective.
“It is critical that people
know how to use them,” said
Comeau. “The time of a fire
is not the time to learn how
to use an extinguisher.”
Extinguishers are serviced yearly for a reason,
Castle said, adding that
they are sometimes discharged, tampered with or
damaged over time. Fire
extinguishers expire, and
must sometimes be replaced
altogether, he said. u

solely on education and prevention, Pereira said then.
She
added
because
CADE is now under the
umbrella of the Center for
Student Engagement, it has
more “manpower” to organize programming efforts
and arrange more initiatives in residence halls for
Halloween weekend, for
example.
recent government data for all
schools show.
Seventy-nine percent of
black students in the Class of
2003 graduated from the University within six years, a slightly higher percentage than at
New York, Boston and Syracuse
universities.
Engle said GW’s 81.2 percent six-year graduation rate for
the Class of 2003 and its minority graduation rates are “middle
of the pack” among 25 peer institutions.
The University has seen increasing minority enrollment in
the past decade.
In 2000, the University had
493 black, 822 Asian and 394
Hispanic undergraduate students, according to the Office of
Institutional Research. Last fall,
total undergraduate enrollment
stood at 703 black, 1,007 Asian
and 726 Hispanic undergraduates, the newest data show. u
Julie Johnson, chair of the
college Panhellenics committee
for the National Panhellenic
Conference, said college campuses that bring in new chapters tend to consider factors
like programming and the past
existence of a particular chapter on campus.
The extension committee,
she said, must “determine what
it is that they’re looking for” in
a new chapter before groups
respond to the posting.
The last chapter to colonize
on campus was Chi Omega in
2008. The organization now has
152 members, making it one of
the largest sororities at GW.
Just before Chi Omega’s
addition, the council likewise
voted to increase chapter quotas, allowing for a two-year
stretch that eased the growing
pains for Greek life.
To level the playing field for
large and small chapters, Fischer said the Panhellenic Association may amend its bylaws to
change the number of recruits
each chapter may receive in the
spring, focusing on total chapter size rather than quota.
“Extension is one of those
types of ordeals that will benefit some groups more than
others,” Fischer said. “I think in
our circumstance at this time,
it definitely will benefit the
majority of our chapters, and
that’s why it had to be done.”
Charter members of the
new chapter that eventually
joins GW will be responsible for
colonizing on campus, while
existing chapter members will
be encouraged to promote and
suggest potential members for
the new chapter. u

As
Halloween
approaches, she said she
hopes students will remember CADE’s tips for
drinking responsibly – like
offering friends a non-alcoholic drink after they have
surpassed their limits and
keeping in mind that “caffeine makes a jittery drunk
and showers make a wet
drunk.” u

michael boosalis| hatchet PHOTOGRAPHER

The University used $10 million in savings from West Hall construction to revamp Ames Hall, a five-story
building University officials hope will bring the center of the Mount Vern Campus back to the quad.

also open in the spring. Before construction began in
fall 2010, the building held
a dining hall, mail services

CRIME LOG
Drug Law Violation
10/17/11 – 6:57 p.m.
Location: Thurston Hall
Case closed

University Police Department
officers responded to an
anonymous
complainant
reporting drugs in a room. A
community director conducted
an administrative search,
yielding 26 grams of marijuana
and drug paraphernalia.
–Referred for
disciplinary action

Drug Law Violation/
Receiving Stolen
Property
10/18/11 – 12:15 p.m.
Location: 1959 E St.
Case closed

University Police Department
officers
responded
to
a request to help a
community
director
conduct an administrative
search. The search found
marijuana residue and drug
paraphernalia, as well as a
radio that belonged to the
University.
–Referred for
disciplinary action

and open student space,
services that were relocated
to West Hall when it opened
last fall.

Students can also take
classes at the Academic
Building and the Acheson
Science Center. u

Harassment

Robbery

A student reported that an
alumnus was bothering him
on the Metro because the
alumnus was not admitted
to the student’s fraternity.

A complainant unaffiliated
with GW reported to
the Metropolitan Police
Department and UPD that a
subject assaulted him and
took his wallet. Bystanders
intervened and retrieved
his wallet, and the unknown
subject fled the area.

10/18/11 – 5 p.m.
Location: Off campus
Case closed

–Off-campus incident

Unlawful Entry

10/19/11 – 11:10 p.m.
Location:
Gelman Library Starbucks
Case closed

UPD responded to a report
from Starbucks staff about a
subject who was previously
barred for sleeping in the
cafe. The subject was
escorted from the building.
–Subject barred
from campus

Theft/Fraud

10/20/11 – 12:24 p.m. to
3:30 p.m.
Location: Duques Hall
Case closed

A staff member reported
her credit cards were stolen
from her office. One of
the credit cards was used
fraudulently after the theft.
–No suspects or witnesses

10/22/11 – 5:36 a.m.
Location: Off campus
Case closed

–Off-campus incident

Assault/
Liquor Law Violation
10/23/11 – 2:13 a.m.
Location: JBKO Hall
Case closed

UPD responded to a report
of loud noise, and officers
observed alcohol in plain
view. The room’s occupants
were assessed and one
subject unaffiliated with
GW was transported to
GW Hospital. A student
was arrested for becoming
combative while officers
assessed the first subject.
–Closed by arrest

–Compiled by
Jacqueline Drayer
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Ready, set, strut
by CYDNEY HARGIS
Hatchet Reporter

H

Watch the drag queens of Dupont
bask in a night of glamour.
www.gwhatchet.com

MICHELLE RATTINGER | SENIOR PHOTO EDITOR

White Swan, an aptly named drag queen, stalked 17th Street Tuesday as part of
the annual High Heel Race. The race brings together a variety of drag queens and
spectators in a flamboyant affair in support of the District's LGBT community.

Dozens of dolled-up men donning make-up and dresses strutted
down 17th Street in Dupont Circle
Tuesday night, marking the 25th annual High Heel Race.
Thousands of spectators lined
up for the event, as participants
dressed as Lady Gaga, Amy Winehouse, Katy Perry, Tina Turner or
their own creations began parading through the street with swagger at 9 p.m.
One first-time participant decked
out in a long, gold glitter gown with
a slit down its left side identified
herself as Bonquisah Herifa Latifa
Sherifa Jackson for the night.
“We actually suck in heels, so
hope I don’t fall,” Jackson said,
sporting gold pumps.
The race takes place just before
Halloween every year. As early
as 6:30 p.m., drag queens walked
down 17th Street, striking poses for
hundreds of flashing cameras.
Spectators cheered as each extravagantly dressed man joined
the parade.
Armando Valentino, 30, paired
a short, platinum blonde wig with

shiny black leggings, pink heels,
a silver shirt and – to top off his
Lady Gaga look – a hot pink shawl
as a headdress.
Valentino and Eddy Smith, 31,
parading as Tina Turner, said they
are experienced with heels and
have cross-dressed previously, but
this year’s High Heel Race was
their first.
“It’s a fun, friendly atmosphere.
The people are really nice and it’s
very diverse,” Valentino said.
The pair said they spent hours
primping before the event. To
Smith, shaving his legs was the
longest ordeal.
“It took about two hours. I’m not
usually this hairless,” Smith said,
pointing to his calves. He said he
shaved all the way up to his knees
for the event.
Smith said he would trot – not
run – down the street.
Freshman Katharine Bohrs said
the race began so quickly, she didn't
even know it started.
“I heard someone shout, ‘They’re
coming,’ and everyone immediately
ran into the street," she said. "Some
of the drag queens tried to finish the
race, but most of them stopped to
take more pictures." u
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Join the team!

Are you a grammar expert?
Know your AP Style?

C
ulture
Beyond the bars: The flavor of H Street
Melissa Turley
Features Editor
mturley@gwhatchet.com

Get off your
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Events off the Foggy Bottom Campus

>>

1224 H St., NE

H

A night at the museum iV nightmare on m street

BOTTOM

Sticky Rice

Josh Perlman
Contributing Editor
jperlman@gwhatchet.com

Newseum
Friday
$25

The Front Page
Saturday
$12.50

by Scott figatner | hatchet food columnist

A

casual daytime stroll down the sleepy H Street
corridor hides the spirited North East bar scene
that comes alive at night.
By day, H Street Corridor is fairly mundane. The pawnshops and used clothing stores are some of the only places
open, and crumbling storefronts dot the area. But at night,
the street is transformed. Neon signs glitter on the strip of
bars and music venues, and young couples populate the
restaurants that line the streets.
While the gentrified corridor is known for its late nights
and wild bar scenes, the hidden jewel of H Street is the food
served along the 11 city blocks. Here’s a sampling:

I was initially skeptical of Sticky
Rice, an Asian restaurant, because
one of the first things I saw on its
website was a picture of tater tots.
But the American-Asian fusion
theme works surprisingly well.
The service can be best described
as clueless yet charming. When our
waitress arrived, she raved about
two dishes. I gladly approved of
the Godzirra maki ($12.50), a roll of
shrimp, avocado, cucumber, cream
cheese and those inescapable “tempura crunchies,” topped with tobiko. I also enjoyed her second recommendation, Sticky Balls ($10.75).
These deep fried tofu pockets filled
with an unidentifiable mixture of
tuna, crab and Sriracha rice are
topped with wasabi dressing and
eel sauce. If fish isn’t your thing,
there are enough vegetarian options
to fill up Buddha himself.
An entire menu section dedicated to “vegetarian specialties”
includes the Dirty South ($5.25), a
dish of tempura-fried sweet potatoes with sam bahi, garnished with
sesame seeds, and Garden Balls
($7.50), tempura-fried pockets of
mushrooms, pepper, cilantro and
rice, all drizzled with eel sauce.
The restaurant comes alive
nightly with karaoke, trivia and
DJ nights. Sticky Rice is the perfect
place to unleash your inner hipster,
even if that means downing a few
sake bombs first.

PHOTOS by Avra Bossov | Hatchet photographer

>>

Souk Moroccan
Tapas & Wine Bar

>>

1208 H St., NE

Star and Shamrock

Horace & Dickies

Star and Shamrock’s owner, Jay Feldman, was
raised in an Orthodox Jewish household, surrounded
by the Irish-Catholic neighborhood of Bayonne, N.J. After moving to D.C. in 1999, Feldman decided to extend
his dichotomy by combining the two cultures' cuisines.
So, he opened the unique Irish pub and Jewish delicatessen and began to create fusion dishes. The Star and
The Shamrock sandwich ($12) is an ode to corned beef
and cabbage, an Irish staple, and to the classic Reuben.
The crunch of the rye bread can be heard over even the
rowdiest Irish crew and the succulent pastrami, rich
chopped liver spread, melted Swiss cheese and Russian
dressing are tasty enough to silence any sceptics. The
sandwich also includes a dense and starchy, yet satisfying latke. Star and Shamrock revolutionized the hot
dog, too, upping the “Jew-ciness” by using a quarter
pound Hebrew National dog, adding the classic Reuben toppings and serving it on a challah roll for $10.
Other fusions include a shepherd’s pie topped with a
latke, as well as fried matzo balls with dipping sauce.
The bar offers cocktails, wine, whiskey, specialty pints
and beer. Get your l’chaim on with a bottle of He’Brew
Messiah Bold, “The Chosen Beer.” Star and Shamrock
also features Irish and American folk artists at night.
Thankfully, Feldman hasn’t tried to combine Irish folk
with Klezmer yet.

The smell is the easiest way to
find this seafood shack, which has
been dishing out fried fish and chicken for 20 years. With a steady line of
hungry customers, Dickie’s daughter, “Big Mama,” runs the joint with
an interesting outlook on customer
service. When one customer asked
for fries with her order, Big Mama replied, “No, I don’t feel like it.” After
every order, she will point to an oversized plastic jug and say, “That’s my
tip jar, if you can.” The only seating
is a solitary bench outside, which is
where I started to eat my four-piece
whiting fish sandwich ($5.80). The
fish was crispy and flavorful on the
outside and warm and flaky on the
inside. Served over Wonder Bread,
hot and tartar sauces are must haves.
I donated one huge fillet of fish to
a woman on the bench, Addie Bell
Jones, 41, who is there every day collecting money to buy a meal. If you
see her, buy her a soda – orange is
her favorite.

1341 H St., NE

809 12th St., NE

The words “Moroccan”
and “tapas” were all it took to
whet my appetite and curiosity. The six-month-old restaurant’s small tables, dim lighting and subdued Moroccan
music make it ideal for cozy
conversations and intimate
dates. A colorfully lit, swanky
bar is fully stocked with hard
liquor, beer and wine if you
want to add some zeal to
your meal. Souk’s slender
and concise menu provides
a number of tapas appetizers
sure to satisfy the taste buds.
Their frittes ($5.95) are not
homemade, but are dusted
with spices and served with
a harissa aioli. The Merguez
($9.95), grilled lamb sausages,
were jerky-dry but still delicious. If you are not a meat

>>

eater, there’s an appetizer for
that, too. Try anything from
grape leaves ($5.95) stuffed
with rice, tomatoes and herbs
to Adas ($6.95), spiced lentils
simmered with tomatoes, garlic and cilantro. As for the Moroccan specialties, they’re certainly an experience. Chicken
Bastilla ($15.95), a national
dish of Morocco, is essentially
a meat pie made with saffron,

almond paste and orange blossom water contained in flaky
dough. Think of it as baklava
for meat lovers. Drizzled with
honey, it is the perfect dish for
satisfying those sweet and savory cravings. But soon, the
food won’t be Souk’s only attraction, the venue’s manager
Salim Bouguerra said the eatery will add a hookah bar upstairs by the end of the year.

ROCKY

Nichols says the costume
changes add a level of sexy
confidence only a red lace bra
and little else can tease out.
"Don't get me wrong, you
can be sexy in a T-shirt, but
it's about having the attitude
underneath the clothing,"
Nichols said.
While the quick changes
can cause a whirlwind backstage, massively high heels
can prove to be cumbersome
for the actors both onstage
and off.
“Last year, I had to sleep
with my feet propped on pillows,” Speranza said. “This
year I knew I needed new
heels that wouldn’t hurt me
as bad.”
Walking with ease on
6-inch heels is a battle for
most women, let alone Speranza’s size 13 foot.
Like singing, cross-dressing was also a first time experience for Speranza, but
James bluntly shared plans
to continue his cross-dressing hobby offstage, dressing
as the pop star queen of costumes – Lady Gaga – for Halloween.
“I go watch drag queens
perform all the time here in
D.C. I love me some queens!”
James exclaimed. u

from p. 1
to enthusiastically incite direct participation from the
audience.
"Once those fishnets came
on, I couldn't help but feel a
little risque and damn proud
of it!" Nichols said.
Cast member Jo Jo Speranza, a sophomore and
second year Rocky Horror
veteran playing Frank-NFurter, said an accepting and
tight-knit cast helps the frenetic costume changes and
behind-the-scenes chaos go
smoothly.
“You have to think highly
of yourself during the entire
process. I just keep telling
myself that I’m hot and work
it,” Speranza said.
As Frank-N-Furter, Speranza strips down backstage,
changing from a red to black
corset, rotating between each
piece throughout most of the
show.
While the lead cast members juggle at least one costume change each night, all
Marie McGrory | Hatchet Staff Photographer involved must strip down
A member of the 'Rocky Horror Picture Show' dons her heels before a rehearsal. The cast practices for weeks to perfect its singing, throughout the course of the
show.
dancing and acting – tasks made harder by the show's costume requirements: shy-high heels, fishnets and corsets.
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Raising food awareness one meal at a time
by Grace Cho
Hatchet Reporter
Desiring to nourish both
the body and mind, Green
GW invited food and environmental activists on Monday,
Oct. 24 to discuss nutrition
and sustainability.
“Nourish: Food and Community,” the half hour PBS
documentary aired in celebration of National Food Day,
jump-started the event, which
ended with discussions about
sustainability and various
food cultures.
A small panel discussion
featured senior Melissa Eddison, founder of GW Food
Justice Alliance and Food Coop, Andrea Northup, coordinator for DC Farm to School
Network, Paul Strauss, D.C.
shadow senator and Brent
Olsen, a geography professor
at GW.
“National Food Day is set
up by a non-profit that tries
to educate the American population on how to best carry
their diet to healthy lifestyle,”
Eddison said.
National Food Day was established in 1971 with a goal of
transforming the nutrient-lacking American diet by inspiring
people to eat real.
“Food is an environmental issue that most people do
not think about. People don’t
realize that foods which we
eat three times a day makes a
huge difference. So we wanted to start the tradition at GW
to raise awareness of sustainability,” Isabelle Riu, sophomore and president of Green
GW said.
Riu also discussed the
timeliness of the event, citing the recent renovation of
J Street and focus at GW on
orienting students toward a

healthier diet.
Speakers shared potential solutions to transform
diet issues and to promote
positive change in both individual behaviors and acts of
government related to food
and sustainability.
“For the District of Columbia, one of the biggest issues
is obesity. We have incredible
health problems as it relates
to the diet. Health issues such
as diabetes or high cholesterol
later blossoms into larger problems. In addition, individuals’
lack of awareness about the
importance of food is a prominent issue,” Strauss said.
The District released its
first ever Obesity Report And
Obesity Action Plan in 2010.
The report found that 25.1
percent of women in the District are obese, outweighing
the 18.9 percent of their male
counterparts who are also battling the scale.
Riu described the importance of drawing student attention to health concerns,
but also to increasing students' awareness of what
they are actually eating and
where it comes from, not
just chomping down when
it's convenient.
When Eddison first came
to GW, she described feeling
frustrated to find out food
was not an issue of high importance for many of her
peers. Although frustrated,
she was not deterred from
making a change.
“The frustration as, ‘How
come I can’t find the food
that I want?’ later turned
into positive energy toward
creating awareness of food.
And that’s where several
other students and I started
to work on the community
garden,” Eddison said.

''

I think education through experience
is very important, whether that
means putting hands in the dirt or
slicing vegetables that you’ve never
heard of and making a meal...

''

Melissa Eddison
President
Food Justice Alliance

GW’s community garden,
located across from Amsterdam Hall on H Street, grows
food which they donate to
local non-profit Miriam’s
Kitchen, and a small portion
is shared amongst the greenthumbed gardeners.
While it has flourished on
campus, becoming a workshop
on healthy living, the inner-city
garden is an anomaly among
the overwhelmingly concrete
District environment.
“There are only a few
small sustainable farms and
workers,” Andrea Northup,
coordinator for the DC Farm
to School Network, said. “Just
looking at the school system
that I work with, it’s a whole
orchestra that influences what
a child eats. There are so many
ways people can get involved
in making the change.”
Eddison echoed the
availability and necessity
for change, especially the
potential for reform that exists at GW.
“I think education through
experience is very important,
whether that means putting
hands in the dirt or slicing

top: avra bossov| hatchet PHOTOGRAPHEr. Bottom: Shannon brown | Hatchet Photographer

Top: A discussion on the connection between food and environment brought professor Brent Olsen, left,
Andrea Northup, middle, and Paul Strauss, a D.C. shadow senator, right. Bottom: Alumna Ellie Smith
powers a bike to make pumpkin smoothies.

vegetables that you’ve never
heard of and making a meal,
it’s the experience that com-

bines touching, feeling, hearing, smelling and tasting. That
makes a great influence on in-

dividuals’ decision making in
a supermarket or restaurant,”
Eddison said. u
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CLASSIFIEDS

GWMarketplace

Phone: (202) 994-7079
Fax: (202) 994-1309
Email: classifieds@gwhatchet.
com
Web: www.gwmarketplace.com
Online classified ads are
available FREE to all GW
students and faculty.
• Non-GW clients pay a small
fee for online posting.
• Print ads begin at $10 for the
first 25 words, and $.30 per
word beyond that.
• All classifieds should be placed
online. If you cannot access the
internet, ads may be placed via
email, fax or in person at our
office. An extra fee may apply.
The Hatchet accepts Visa,
Mastercard, American Express
and Discover, as well as cash and
check through our office.
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FOR SALE
THE LEGEND OF THE LARGE-PENISED
WHITE MALE
by El Muy Lorenzo
Paper
Order directly from www.createspace.
com/3677369
Also www.amazon.com
ebooks
Amazon Kindle and Barnes and Noble NOOK

JOBS
Sitters Wanted. $12+ per hour. Register free
for jobs near campus or home. www.studentsitters.com
Rock Stars Wanted
If you love to be the life of the party and
have the time of your life with 400 of your
closest friends then this is the job for you.
DC's best known Irish bar is hiring and we
are seeking the best staff in the city. We are
currently hiring bartenders and Ministers of
Hospitality. If interested, please reply with the
following info: any and all Greek life, social
clubs, leagues and sports teams currently or
previously affiliated with, and a recent picture.
Please send all inquiries to Joe Martin @
jmart787@gmail.com

+ Follow
H gwhatchet

@gwhatchet
@hatchetsports

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

Sports

Number
crunch
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Women's basketball places
ninth in preseason poll
The Atlantic 10 announced
the results of its preseason poll
today, picking GW ninth of 14
teams, with 73 points.
GW went 8-21 last year,
struggling with injuries for the
second year in a row. The Colonials posted a 3-11 record in
league match-ups, tying for 11th
in the conference.
This season, head coach
Mike Bozeman anticipates that
his team, joined by three new
recruits, will take to the court
healthy, and with increased
depth across the roster and on
the bench. Those improvements,
Bozeman said, mean greater expectations for his squad.
"This year we are going to
be looking for bigger and better
things," Bozeman said. "There's
more competition in practice
which means you're going to have
a better idea of what you look like
in game time on the floor."
The Colonials return four
starters and six of last season’s
top-scorers, including junior
guard Danni Jackson, who led
GW with 10.4 points per game.
After being sidelined due to injury her freshman year, Jackson
carried the team offensively
last season, not only setting the
benchmark in points, but also
in assists, averaging 4.2 per
game, and minutes, averaging
32.2 minutes per game.
The 5-foot-3 guard plays with
a "chip on her shoulder," Bozeman said, but has the skills to
back it up.
"Let me put it this way, if Danni was three inches taller, she
wouldn't be at GW, I'm sure she'd
be at one of the quote-unquote
major colleges," Bozeman said.
Bozeman also spoke to the
increasingly competitive field
within the league. For the third
time in conference history, and
the third time in three years, the
A-10 had eight of 14 teams reach
post-season play.
The league's success, Bozeman said, is a change from years
past, but he welcomes its more
challenging line-up.
"When I was with [former GW
head coach] Joe [McKeown],
there was a time when you could
go down a list of the teams in the
conference and you could pick
out wins. Now from the first team
to the teams all the way through
the conference, you can't put a
check mark in the win column
versus anyone," Bozeman said.
"The parity in our conference is
great for a competition junkie
like myself."
The Colonials dive into their
non-conference schedule Nov.
8, when they host UDC in an exhibition game before heading to
UT Arlington Nov. 13. League play
kicks off Jan. 7, when GW hosts
Fordham, and Bozeman is looking
forward to a challenging season.
"That's what you get in the
A-10 conference, that night-in,
night-out competition," he said.

H

The rank, out of 14 teams, of the
women's basketball team in the
Atlantic 10 preseason poll.

Strengthening the Colonial base
Conditioning coaches lay the groundwork for athletes

by mary ellen mcintire
Hatchet Reporter
Softball head coach Stacey Schramm knows that half the battle of
being a successful team happens
off the field.
She’s familiar with the importance
of strength, conditioning and wellness
training. Her team sees this too, Schramm said, and was quick to embrace
the benefits of assistant strength and
conditioning coach Brooke Robertson
taking over its training this year.
“Right when I told [the team]
that Brooke was going to be their
new strength coach, they couldn’t
have been happier,” Schramm said,
adding that her team is already
“more lean, more cut, they’re quicker, they’re stronger.”
GW’s 22 intercollegiate athletic
teams find their secret weapons in the
weight rooms, where assistant athletic director for strength and conditioning Ben Kenyon and Robertson put in
long hours to create unique training
regimens for each program.
Their positions are more important with new athletic director Patrick
Nero’s focus on wellness and proper
training. Adding nutritional resources for the student–athletes this year,
Nero also hasn’t shied away from
his desire to see GW’s athletics teams
pushed harder away from competition than in the games. Kenyon and
Robertson are key pieces to establishing those routines.
“I like when an athletic team is
struggling as a whole, and then all
of a sudden it clicks and they get it,”
Robertson said. “It’s really rewarding
to see that transition.”
Kenyon, too, is familiar with that
reward. As the first person to hold
his position at the University, he is no
stranger to the athletic department,
after having spent the past three years
serving as the head strength and conditioning coach.
In his new role, Kenyon oversees
the strength and conditioning programs for all varsity sports teams at
the University, and also coaches the
men’s basketball program and gymnastics program specifically.
“Each team finds ways to motivate differently,” Kenyon said. “Every team has different goals. Every

''
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Elizabeth Traynor
Sports Editor
etraynor@gwhatchet.com

Francis rivera | assistant photo editor

Assistant strength and conditioning
coach Brooke Robertson, back
right, takes the women's tennis
team through a conditioning
workout Wednesday.

It's more than just making them stronger and
faster. It's teaching them how to work,
dedication and reliability.

''

Brooke Robertson

Assistant Strength and Conditioning Coach
team trains differently.”
As a junior studying sports management and playing basketball at
Adelphi University, Kenyon helped to
prepare his team in the preseason, discovering his passion for strength and
conditioning training. After earning
his bachelor’s degree, Kenyon came
to GW for graduate school, serving as
the graduate assistant in the strength
and conditioning program.
His days start early and stretch
for long hours. This preseason, he
met with the men’s basketball team
for conditioning three days a week

at 5 a.m. Over the course of a typical work day, Kenyon said, he meets
with coaches, trainers and nutritionists, working to research new ways to
train and coach student-athletes.
“I’m excited every day. It’s a new
challenge every day,” Kenyon said.
“We do as much research as possible
on how to train specific athletes.”
Robertson’s day-to-day work
is slightly different in nature from
Kenyon's. In charge of all intercollegiate teams that compete on the
Mount Vernon Campus, she schedules and administers workouts for

the student-athletes.
“I usually have to turn the lights
on in the building myself,” Robertson said. “I pretty much have team
after team throughout the whole day,
whether it’s a conditioning session or
a strength training session.”
The athletics teams recognize
the value of working with Kenyon
and Robertson, and are excited by
the transformation they see on the
field from the coaching the two give
away from the action. The coaches,
too, are quick to identify benefits –
Schramm pointed to increased core
stability as just one of the improvements her team’s made while working with Robertson.
Crucial to Kenyon and Robertson’s work is an awareness of the different demands of the varied sports.
For all teams they work with, both
create workouts specific to different
sports, and even specific positions.
“It’s more than just making them
stronger and faster,” Robertson said.
“It’s teaching them how to work, dedication and reliability.” u

Using backline brawn
to challenge foes
by daniel wright
Hatchet Staff Writer
Sophomore Alex Sandland
isn’t the sort of defender who
goes unnoticed.
Rushing to headers and sliding through tackles before the opposing offense can reach the goal
box, it’s common to see Sandland
throwing his body around the
field to stop an oncoming attacker
at all costs.
“He wants to win the ball,”
head coach George Lidster said. “He
doesn’t care if he’s putting his head in
the way, or his body in the way. That’s
how a true defender should play.”
Playing primarily as a striker in
high school, Sandland led his team in
scoring his senior season, netting 24
goals that year. When he came to GW,
Sandland switched to a defensive position, as a center back, and has only
found the back of the net once.
Although he is only in his second
season on the field, Sandland has cemented himself as a reliable last line
of defense, deterring attack after attack by opposing offenses. This often
crucial nature of his play was highlighted by his sole goal as a Colonial,
a game-winner against USC Upstate
earlier this season.

“As long as we are doing our job
and winning, I don’t care if I get the
credit,” Sandland said. “I’ve been
moved around a little bit here and
there, but that’s where I feel at home –
at center back.”
As a freshman, Sandland saw
playing time in 14 matches, starting
10 of them, before being sidelined for
the season with a hamstring injury.
His injury from the previous
season has not altered the way
Sandland approaches the game. He
doesn’t shy away from using his
body to stop an attack. The possibility of re-injure is not a deterrent, but
rather a symbol of the bravery that
Lidster said makes Sandland one of
his top defenders.
A season ago, injuries doomed
GW to a 1-8 record in conference play,
ending with a disappointing 3-15 record for the season and finishing 13 of
14 in the conference. And the team's
backline has been injury-plagued
again this season, seeing senior defenders Brice Carr and Jake Davis,
junior goalkeeper Brendan Lafferty,
junior defender Jamie LaFleur and
freshman Matthew Scott retired to
the sidelines. Yet roster troubles have
yet to impact the team’s record in the
way they did last season.
GW has recorded a 3-2 confer-

francis rivera | assistant photo editor

Sophomore defender Alex Sandland charges down the field during a men's
soccer half-field scrimmage Tuesday at the Mount Vernon Campus.

ence record, good enough for sixth
place in the A-10. In five conference games this season, the Colonials defense has allowed only five
goals, which is the third fewest in
A-10 play. The defense has tallied
the second most shutouts in conference play, with three, and is limiting A-10 opponents to just over
four shots on target a game. It’s a
constant struggle for opposing offenses to break through what Lidster calls his “makeshift backline,”
a line anchored by Sandland.
“[Carr] and [Scott] became
leaders of the defense, and now
[Sandland] has stepped up in taking that role. He leads by example,

and the other guys are picking it up
from him,” Lidster said. “He’s like
our Ray Lewis.”
Out-thinking and out-maneuvering an opponent isn’t always
simple, and Sandland often appears to do it with ease. The key to
his success, he said, is simple: belief
in his own abilities.
“I’ve always had that confidence.” Sandland said. “I’m not
the best player, I might not be the
strongest or fastest, but I always
believe in myself that I can out-due
somebody or that I’m going to win
that first challenge. That’s the sort
of player I am and that’s how I’m
always going to be.” u

Nero affirms Atlantic 10 solidarity despite national uncertainty
by elizabeth traynor
Sports Editor
Athletic director Patrick Nero
said Monday he anticipates GW will
remain a member of a strong Atlantic 10 conference, despite ongoing
conference realignments sweeping
across collegiate sports.
He pointed to the conference’s
historically strong performance as
an indication that the league won’t
be unduly affected by the shake-up.
“We’re very focused on remaining in the A-10,” Nero said. “I think
over its history, the Atlantic 10 has
consistently been the best basketball conference that doesn’t sponsor FBS football. And I expect that
to continue.”
Nero’s remarks follow reports
this month that the Colonial Athletic Association, a 12-member
NCAA Division I collegiate athletic
conference, was reaching out to
GW to gauge its interest in joining
the league.
Head men’s basketball coach
Mike Lonergan told Rivals.com

that he views the Atlantic 10 as
a better fit for the Colonials than
the C.A.A., a sentiment echoed by
Nero in his desire to remain in the
A-10. Nero said Monday he has
not been contacted by Stuart Rabinowitz, president of C.A.A. member Hofstra University and the
C.A.A. Council of Presidents and
Chancellors, reached out to GW to
gauge the school's interest in the
league, despite a The New York
Times report to the contrary.
“I can only comment on myself,
and I have never seen any interaction
from the C.A.,” Nero said. “[C.A.A.
commissioner] Tom Yeager’s a good
friend of mine and I haven’t spoken
to Tom at all and he has not reached
out to us.”
Much of the growing instability
in collegiate sports has been highlighted by the departure of programs from the Big East. Pittsburgh,
Syracuse and Texas Christian University all defected from the conference earlier this year, and reports
surfaced Tuesday of West Virginia’s
impending departure.

"We're very focused on
remaining in the A-10."
patrick nero

Director of Athletics
The moves have been largely
driven by financial considerations,
notably by football programs seeking to join conferences with more
attractive broadcast television deals.
As the Big East continues to lose
football members, it will have to recruit other programs to join its ranks,
prompting speculation about which
schools will be offered membership.
Among the schools discussed as
prospective recruits for the Big East
are strong A-10 members like Xavier, Richmond and Temple.
Those departures would strip
the Atlantic 10 of some of its strongest members, changing its geography and competition, and potential-

ly reducing its league profile.
Nero said he’s heard no indication of A-10 programs planning
to leave, he’s also confident in the
league’s ability to remain strong
should it lose members, pointing to
past league departures like West Virginia, Virginia Tech and Penn State
as an indication of the A-10’s ability
to remain afloat despite exits.
“I don’t see, right now, that the
Atlantic 10 would lose multiple
teams,” Nero said. “If things happen around us that cause the Atlantic 10 to lose one program or two
programs, we’ll continue to build
on what we have and see who else
is out there. Historically, if you look
at who’s left the Atlantic 10, we’ve
recovered to be as strong as ever.”
Reports have also surfaced of
the A-10 seeking to add members to
its ranks, specifically Virginia Commonwealth University and George
Mason, both 2011 NCAA tournament teams and current C.A.A.
members. Nero declined to name
specific schools being discussed as
prospective members, but said the

Atlantic 10 has been “proactive in
having conversations as a group.”
The addition of those two programs
would increase and strengthen the
Colonials’ local opponents.
Nero said he considers GW “as
attractive” as any other program in
the A-10, and that his main focus
is to make GW stronger. It’s a focus echoed by the league at large,
he said, adding that the main conversation amongst A-10 members
centers around building the conference’s profile.
“We met as a group about two
weeks ago in Cincinnati and really talked about continuing to
do the things it’s going to take to
keep the Atlantic 10 strong,” Nero
said. “We’re meeting again next
week [and] are very focused on
making the Atlantic 10 strong so
that, if someone were to leave, we
could do well without them, like
we always have, and also, if there
are schools out there that we feel
would make us stronger, we need
to make ourselves more and more
attractive to them.” u

